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PURPOSE
The purpose of the .study was to obtain rating curves for the
hollow-jet valves which had vertical convex bends immediately
up.strea;m, and to study the cau.se and remedy for vibration occurring in the Y-branch upstream from the hollow-jet valves in the
Mexican outlet works.
SUMMARY
Investigation of pressure conditions at pressure taps located in
the pipe walls just upstream from the valves of scale models
(Figure 1) disclosed that the piezometric head differed as much
as 30 percent from the top to the invert of the pipes which followed
convex vertical bends. Pressure taps for indicating head from
which the valve discharges could be determined were limited to
the top portion of the pipe 45 degrees each side of the vertical centerline
a short distance upstream from the valves. This limitation was
imposed to guard against errors that might be introduced through
changes in circulation through the pressure syste;m _by future corrosion within the system. The variation in pressure head from
top to invert of the pipe immediately upstream from the valves
and differences in the bends upstrea;m from the pressure taps
made calibration of the Mexican and United States outlet works
separate problems and special model calibrations were made to
obtain the rating curves of Figures 2 and 3.
Vibrations noted in the Y -branch of the prototype Mexican outlet
works were also noted in the model. Investigation showed large
fluctuations in pressure within the branch with instantaneous
values equal to vapor pressµre. Investigation showed that fillers
placed in the turbuient area within the branch (Figure 4) decreased·
the magnitude of the fluctuations and kept the minimum instantaneous pressures well above vapor pre,ssure (Figure 5) with a
decided decrease in vibration tendencies.
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INTRODUCTION
The studies described in this report were made for the International Boundary and Water Commission, United States and
Mexico, in 1954. The material was first presented as memoranda
in 1955. The results of the .studies concerning the calibration of
hydraulic models of the hollow-jet valves of the outlet works of
Falcon Dam in their individual settings. and the vibration in the
Y-branch and movement of the 102-inch butterfly valve in the left
conduit of the Mexican outlet works. are now presented in report
form because of the general interest and application of the results
obtained. Hydraulic model studies of the spillway and outlet
works stilling basins made prior to the. studie.s covered in this
report are presented in Hydraulic Laboratory Report No.
Hyd-276.
During recent years there has been a trend to use outlet valves
as devices for measuring releases of water from reservoirs. In
instances where the field installations have been identical to
those used in model studies, good accuracy has been obtained.
In th.ese cases there have been sufficient lengths of straight· pipe
upstream of the valves to assure good velocity and pressure distribution at the pressure measuring section arbitrarily selected
at one pipe diameter upstream of the valve inlet. When the model
tests were made it was realized that variations in approach piping
would affect the head-discharge relationship, but such cases woy.ld
not be standard and so would have special consideration as the
designs were developed. The pre.ssure taps upstream of the
Falcon Dam outlet valves aU being immediately downstream of
bends made the calibration of the Falcon Dam hollow-jet valves
a special, problem. Models of the outlet valves and piping were
therefore constructed and tested to provide accurate rating curves
for determining outlet works discharges. After the outlet works
at the Mexico side of the Rio Grande River was placed in operation, it was reported that there was vibration and noise in the
Y-branch and a tendency for the No. 2 butterfly valve in the left
branch to vibrate and move toward the closed position. Also, that
certain corrective measures had been applied and found to be ineffective. Noise in the system and the movement of the pistonoperating mechanism of the butterfly leaf were also described.
Th~.movements and sounds had a frequency of from 2 to 3 seconds.
The .aounds were referred to as cavitation sounds, having a rather
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loud and heavy thumpin g or slappin g nature. The conditio ns
were believed to re.sult from turbulen ce originat ing at the Y
junction , and it was propose d that the model used for calibrat ion
of the hollow- jet valves be used to investig ate this possibil ity.
THE INVEST IGATIO N

The Models
Two hydraul ic models and one aerodyn amic model were used for
the calibrat ion tests on the Falcon Dam outlet valves. The aerodynami c model represe nted a portion of the piping upstrea m of
the Y-branc h in the United States outlet works. This model was
used to determi ne to what extent the conduit system upstrea m of
the Y-branc h would have to be represe nted in the hydraul ic
models . The hydraul ic models represe nted the United States and
Mexica n outlets. Since a 6-inch valve was used in both cases,
the scale ratios were 1:12 and 1:15, respect ively, for the United
States and Mexica n outlet works. The hydraul ic models are
shown on Figure 1.
Test Proced ures
In order for calibrat ion curve.s obtaine d from model valves to be
applicab le to the prototyp e valves, the model pressur e heads and
valve opening s must correct ly represe nt those of the prototyp e.
The flow lines must be similar . particu larly in the valve and in
regions where pressur e taps are located . Conside rable preliminar y testing was require d on the models of the Falcon Dam
outlet works valves and upstrea m piping to determi ne to what
extent the prototyp e piping would have to be represe nted in order
to fulfill these require ments. It was believe d that the valves,
the piping immedi ately upstrea m, the Y-bran ches, and a portion
of the piping upstrea m of the branche s would be needed. Because
of the nearnes s of the pressur e taps to bend.e in the prototyp e
conduit system , it was conside red imp6rta nt that they be located
accurat ely in the model, so field location s were request ed and
the model taps installe d accordi ngly.

The approa~ hes to the outlet branche s were of first importa nce,
since if the velocity distribu tion into them was quite symme trical
the penstoc k system s upstrea m could be represe nted by short
section s of ,straigh t pipe. An examin ation of the two designs
showed the United States side would be more likely to contain an
unsymm etrical velocity pattern in the pipe ahead of the outlet
branch than the Mexica n side because of the type of branch connecting it to one of the turbine penstoc ks. A model was constructed of lightwe ight metal and tested, using air as a fluid to
ascerta in the velocity distribu tion entering the Y-branc h. The
model represe nted a part of the power pens tock, the branch from
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the penstock, and the length of outlet pip~ from this branch to a
point a short distance above the outlet branch. From pitot
traverses at the end of the model piping it was found that a very
symmetrical velocity pattern existed. This was proof that a
good velocity distribution would exist at the entrance of the Ybranch and that it would only be necessary to construct the piping
of the hydraulic models to provide this type of distribution. From
the tests it was concluded that conditions for the Mexican outlet
works would be less .severe than in the United States outlet
works, and that its model could be constructed to give a good
velocity pattern at the entrance of the Y -branch. Location of
the models in the laboratory provided 8-1 / 2 feet of straight
pipe upstream of the United States outlet works branch and 20
feet upstream of the Mexican outlet works branch. These
lengths were considered more than adequate.
After the extent of the upstream piping had been established,
tests were made to determine in what detail the piping, bends,
and valves downstream of the branches would have to be represented for the calibration tests.
Tests were conducted on both models with one leg of the branch
represented in its. entirety including the valve, and the other
with sufficient piping to contain a calibrated orifice. A study
of the pressures just upstream of the valve for various discharges disclosed that operation of one leg of the branch would
not affect the pressure discharge relationship in the other.
These tests proved that a calibration of one valve with the other
branch leg completely closed would apply for all flows.
Because of the location of the pressure taps near the downstrea.Ill
ends of pipe bends, it was expected that the pressure heads at the
taps would vary with location on the periphery of the pipe. Heads
at ~ach of the taps were measured for all four valves. Since the
taps were not located exactly symmetrical with the axes of the
bends, the pressure heads at each were expected to be different,
those to the outsides: of the bends being higher than those to the
insides. Initially, it was presumed that the average pressure
at the section would be registered in the manifold and that this
would permtt use of calibration curves for similar valves connected to straight conduits. Measurements at the model taps
of the United States outlet valves showed the pressures to the
outside of the bend to be as much as 4 percent different from
those to the inside of the bend, and those of the Mexican outlet
valve,s to be as much as 31 percent different. It was found that
the pressure head for the two top taps (on outside of bend) differed only slightly. The same was true of the two lower taps
(those on the inside of the bend).
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With a manifold connectin g all four taps there would be fl.ow
from the higher to the lower pressure openings and the pr~ssure
within the manifold would be between the two extremes . The
magnitud e of this manifold pressure would vary dependin g on
the size of the tap opening and other water passages . A calibration with this arrangem ent would be possible but would be applicable for only the particula r arrangem ent and water passage
size ratios. An accumula tion of foreign material in any opening would change the pre.ssure in the manifold and thlJJ!I the pressure discharg e relations hip. This would decrease the measurem ent
accuracy . Corrosio n in the openings .might re.J:Jult in the same type
· of action, thus the use of all four taps of a section connecte d to a
manifold was not considere d satisfact ory. Since the pressure
heads at the two taps on the inner curve of the bend were nearly
.the same and those at the two taps on the outer curve of the bend
were nearly the same, the circulatio n within a manifold using
elther set of two taps would be small and excessiv e corros:i,o n
or blocking of a tap would not noticeabl y affect the accuracy .
The use of the taps at the outer surface of the bend was recommended because heads of greater magnitud e would be involved
·and it was felt that this would result in more accurate recordin gs
of the head.
Calibrati on Tests
Calibrati on curves based on the pressure head at two top taps
upstream from each valve were prepared from model data for
the 72-inch United States valves and the 90-inch Mexican valves,
Figure,s 2 and 3. The calibratio n curves are based on pres,sure
heads above elevation 188. 02 for the United States valves and
above elevation 188. 71 for the Mexican valves (centers of valve
entrance s), as registere d in a manifold connectin g the two top
taps upstream from the valves, and on valve openings expresse d
in percent of a needle travel equal to one-third the valve entrance .
diameter . The calibratio n charts include· valve openings in
excess of 100 percent because the needle travel in these installations is greater than one-third of the valve entrance diameter .
Vibration Stu.die.a
Since· pre,ssure variation s and intensitie s are importan t factor.a ·
when vibration and noises are present, 32 piezome ters were
installed in critical pressure zones of the mod.el represen ting the
Mexican outlet works. Some of the,se piezome ters are .shown·in
Figure 4. The critical zone.a were : (1) the left inner w.all of
the left branch immedia tely down,stre am of its intersect ion with
the upstream pipe, (2) the joint formed by the intersect ion of the
two legs of the Y-branch , and (3) the butterfly valve stations.

An attempt was first made to measure tra.JJ.Sient pressure s at
each piezome ter using an inductanc e-type prejlsure cell. The
results obtained were erratic and inconsist ent, and it was folllld
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necessary· to change to a strain gage type of pres.sure cell.
Oscillograph records were taken for nearly all piezometer.s with
equal flows through both branches and with all flow through the
left branch. A study of the oscillograph records showed pre.a.sure variations and instantaneous low pressure.a to be more
severe when the flow was equally divided between the two legs of
the branch than when it was confined to the left leg. With equally
dividep now, substantial pressure variations occurred at the left
butterfly valve. Much smaller variations occurred at the right
butterfly valve. This was in agreement with prototype observations.
The surges at the left valve were mo.st pronounced on the invert
and left ,side and appeared to be the result of a zone of turbulence
along the up.stream left side of the left branch. The frayed condition of the jet from an orifice placed at the No. 2 butterfly
valve position during the calibration tests showed that turbulence
from the Y -branch extends downstream to the butt~rfiy valve.
The maximum pressure variation recorded in the initial te.st.s,
48 feet of water prototype and the minimum instantaneous pre.ssure, -16. 5 feet of water prototype, were measured in this zone
(Piezometer No. 5). Such pressure variations undoubtedly exist
· in the prototype and are responsible for the vibration in the structure and for the forces which tended to clo.se the left butterfly
leaf. It is possible that more severe subatmospheric pressures
than measured exi.$t momentarily and that these low pre,s,sures
may reach vapor pressure causing cavitation. There was indi"'."
cation that thi.$ was the case when te.sts were made later with the
addition of Piezometers A, B, C, D, E, and F (Figures 4 and 5).
Operation of the valve.s simultaneously at small openings, or confining the flow to one valve until it r~ache.s full opening before
opening the second valve might be used to minimize the pressure
fluctuations and vibration. Limitations of this type are not conducive to efficient operation so further study of the problem
seemed desirable. It i.$ believed that converging instead of
expanding water passage areas within the Y-branch would have
given better conditions. The sum of the areas of the two branch
legs of the Mexican outlet works is greater than the area of the
passage at the branch entrance. While thi.$ condition may not be
a major influence on the pressure surges and vibration, it is
decidedly a contributing factor.
A review of test results obtained from models of the pen.stock
branches for Hoover Dam (Part VI, Bulletin 2, Boulder· Canyon
Project Final Reports) disclosed that much was accomplished
toward eliminating zones of turbulent flow in the branches when
filler blocks were placed to occupy the turbulent zones. Because
of the effectivenes.s of thes.e filler blocks, a decision was made
to install one at the left wall of the left branch and study its
influence on the pressure surges. It was hoped that the Hoover
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tests would indicate the shape of block require d and data from
the bulletin was plotted. It was found, howeve r, that because
of the differen ce in shapes of the Y -branch es the data could serve
only as a general guide, and a modifie d shape was develop ed.
The shape is shown in Figure 4 as the 8. 9-inch filler block.
The block was placed with the upstrea m end at the intersec tion
of the branch leg with the main pipe and extende d into the pipe
to occupy the turpulen t zone indicate d by the initial pressur e
records . The inner surface of the block (flow surface ) was
made using straight , vertica l element .a because of simplic ity
of constru ction for the prototyp e structu re. Piezom eter.s A, B,
C, D, E, and F were placed in the filler block and pipe walls at
the location s shown in Figure 4 and pressur e records (using a
strain gage type pressur e cell) were taken with an oscillog raph.
Record s were taken both with and without the filler block in
place.
An examin ation of the oscillog raph records disclose d that an
extensiv e reductio n in pressur e fluctuat ions had been accomplished by installin g the filler block (Figure 5). There seemed
also to be a decided reductio n in the noise and vibratio n of the
model. The fluctuat ion in pres.sur e at the No. 2 butterfl y valve
location was reduced conside rably (Piezom eter 32, Figure 5).
Because of the pronoun ced effectiv eness of the filler block in
reducin g the pressur e fluctuat ions and vibratio n it seemed
desirab le to determi ne the effectiv eness of a smaller filler
block. A similar , but smaller , filler block was installe d
· {Figure 4). A compar ison of the oscillog raph records for this
filler block showed it to be much less effectiv e.
After a study of the records for conditio ns with and without the
blocks, it was believe d that improv ement could be obtained in
the region of Piezom eters B, C, D, and E by using a block that
was longer and thicker than the 8. 9-inch one. The 10. 9-inch
long block was, therefo re, installe d. Pressu re fluctuat ions
along the block were still somewh at larger than those at the
branch entranc e, or those at the butterfl y valve, and further
improv ement might be accomp lished by a still longer block.
The added length was not conside red justified in this case since
the maximu m fluctuat ion was 19. 5 feet compar ed with 4. 0 feet
at the branch entranc e. The followin g table of pressur e fluctuations shows the relative effectiv eness of the filler blocks.
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Table 1
ng

or
(6")

(10.9 11)

filler block

filler block

Location
of

Piezometers Piezometer Piezometer
C
C
D and E

Piezometer
B

ocation
lowest

P ezometer
5

ezometer
A

iezometer
A

Without
filler block

P ezometer
C

pressure
ressures given n eet o water. prototype.
The following table gives the average pressure at the various
piezometers for the maximum head and both valves fully open.
Table 2
P ezometer
Number

6
7
1
A
B
C
D
E
F

29
30
31
32
12
13
16
17

t out
block

57.5
62.3
22.5
7.8
7.2
15.6
32.4
52.8
53.7
53.3
56.9
57.0
56.9
83.6
88.5

With
block

55.3
61. 4
10. 7
28.8
37.5
58.2
61.5
57.0
57.0
54.2
58.5
58.2
57.9
86.0
96.8
95.7
117.~
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56.3
60.0
13. 5
. 11. 0
38.3
49.8
61. 5
65.3
62.4
56.0
58.8
59.9
59.7
89.0
94.5
97.5
111. 0

53.4
60.0
16.7
6.6
36.5
49.5
57.2
61. 8
55. 7
58.8
60.6
59.0
86.3
94.5
100.7
117.0

Because of the effectivenes .s of the two long filler blocks in
reducing the vibration and pressure fluctuations in the model,
it is recommend ed that considerati on be given to installing a
similar shape in the Y-branch of the Mexican outlet works. The
filler could be formed of flat plate stock to shape and welded to
the pipe walls. The length should be at least that of the 8. 9inch block (13. 4 feet proto) and preferably .should be longer.
The space between the plate and pipe walls might be filled with
concrete. It is believed that the vibration described in a report
by the Mexican engineers will be reduced to an acceptable amount
by the installation of the filler block.
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Figure 1

United States Outlets
Right Outlet Complete
Orifice replacing left hollow-jet valve
Model scale 1:12

Mexican Outlets
Right Outlet Complete
Left outlet--Laboratory control valve in
position of left butterfly valve
Model scale 1:15
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FIGURE 4
TABLE OF COORDINATES
PIPE
RADIAL DISTANCE (INCHES)
Dfl,-~\~1 RADIUS
OH<E. (INCHES &.o''SLOCK 8.9"SLOCK l0.9 BLOCK

3.18
3.10
3.61
3"
3.53
4"
3.44
5"
3.35
6"
3.26
7"
3.17
8"
3.08
8.9" 3.00
9"
3.00
10"
3.00
10.9" 3.00

0
I"
2"

0.0
0.69
1.03
1.17
1.15
1.04
0.84
0.59
0.30
0.0

0.0
0.64
0.89
0.89
0.73
0.43
0.0

0,0
0.69
1.05
1.21
1.23
1.16
1.00
0.81
0.59

-

0.35
0.17
0.0
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ENLARGED SECTION OF BLOCKS
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SECTION A-A

522

PIEZOMETER LOCATIONS AND FILLER BLOCKS
J:15 SCALE MODEL
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I
I

I
I

WITHOUT

WITH 8.9" BLOCK

WITH 6.0" BLOCK

BLOCK

Horizontal scale:- lines at

1/3

second intervals,

WITH I0.9"8LOCK

Vertical scale:- heavy lines ot 0.5' H2o model intervals
NOTES

See Figure 4for piezometer locations and block shapes,
Both "90-inch hollow jet valves fully opened - maximum head.
·Rote of flow - 6.68 c.f.s. (5 820 c.f.s. prototype}
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